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Zumstein
Spezial-Katalog
Schweiz Liechtenstein

XXth EDITION
1971

The long awaited 1971
Edition of this, to the
Swiss specialist, indis-
pensable Catalogue has
been announced for the
end of May. (Stocks
should reach London be-
fore the end of June).

Four years have elapsed since the lest
Edition, which now shows prices hopelessly
out of date. 	 In a preview the publishers
state that prices for varieties, plate flaws
and retouches have, in many cases, been
raised by 100% or more. 	 This type of mate-
riel has of course become enormously popular
in recent years and the new prices reflect
the true shortage on the market.

The Editors state that they have not been
idle in the four year interval: much has
been revised and improved and specialists
from their particular fields have
contributed with ideas. Although
the preview makes no mention of
the binding, the writer was assur-
ed already two years ago, that
this will be much improved to with-
stand hard wear.

Every collector interested in
varieties will want to make sure of
his copy and we can now book orders
for delivery immediately after
receipt of supplies at the follow-
ing prices:

E
Normal Edition 	3.60	 8.64

Thumb Index Edition 4.10 	 9.84

These prices include 35p (84 cents)
for postage and packing.

TWENTY YEARS
OF

MARKET
PROGRESS

BY H.L. KATCHER

Reproduced by kind permission of "STAMP
COLLECTING WEEKLY", from the special

SWISS NUMBER of 22nd April 1971

I fully realise that in the English-speak-
world, nothing will ever quite replace the
collecting of British, "Colonial" and U.S.A.
stamps. However, there are many people, and
their ranks are growing daily, who either
through historic interest or a holiday visit
to the Continent are adding one or two "for-
eign" countries to their stamp albums.

As my firm has since 1946 specialised in the
stamps of Switzerland to the exclusion of
everything else, I might be accused of pres-
enting things from a biased view point. To
avoid this I will confine myself to facts,
and use a most illuminating table, first
printed in "The Swiss Philatelist", Nos. 41-
42 (1964). This table shows a representative
group, excluding classics and great

(Continued on Page 5)



THE LUGANO AIR MAIL
ISSUE OF l913

by HENRI TRACHTENBERG
My friends and experts, Henry Goodkind of
New York and Hans Hunziker of Basel have so
firmly insisted on me writing an article on
the "Lugano" that I have finally had to do it,
and I only hope that all collectors and ex-
perts will be able to gain from it.

The stamp was issued on 8th June 1913 for the
flight Lugano-Mendrisio. The print was rest-
ricted to 4,000, of which 3,000 were used on
six different post cards.

Typography was used for the printing of the
stamps in sheets of 10, 2x5, but as the print-
ing was done in vertical strips of five and
as there were three colours there had to be
six operations to do the work. First of all
the grey background was printed, then the red,
and finally the green. All this in strips of
five; so the sheet passed through the press
six times.

In this operation the red - illustrated
here - was printed quite by chance twice on one
single strip, and this gave a double print of
the red on the stamp. This double print is
the rarest variety of air mail stamps in gen-
eral and of Swiss stamps in particular.

It is clear that when this variety is found in
pair with the normal it is doubly rare!

This stamp is listed not only in all the spec-
ialised air mail catalogues but also in
Zumstein and Michel, international catalogues.
Champion listed it in his air mail catalogue
for the last time in 1937.

As the varieties of shade are quite normal,
even when they are met with in pairs, we shall
not mention them. Here then is our listing
covering the most important varieties.

Mint 3,000 Fr., Blocks of Four 20,000 Fr.,
Used 1,500 Fr., On Cover 2,000 Fr.

Varieties;

Different "Z" in "Nazionale" (positions 3 &
4) 	 3,500 Fr.
Shifted red print 	 3,500 Fr.
Double red print 	 10,000 Fr.

Stamps in the right hand vertical strip some-
times occur imperforate on the right or below
or even on both sides. This is in no way a
fault and does not in any way reduce the
value of the stamp. It is also usual for the
first vertical row on the left to be misplaced '

so that perforations cut into the design.

The rarity and the high price of this stamp
have naturally tempted forgers, and one can
find it forged both mint and on cover. So
one must be auspicious when one wants to buy
such a rarity and submit the piece in question
to an expert who knows this material.

The object of this article is to make
expertising easier not only for specialists but also
for advanced collectors knowing how to use
their eyes and finally a magnifying glass.

We basa our expertising on ;-

1. The oval frame containing the statement
of value "Ct.25".

2. The rectangles under "LUGANO 1913".

3. The inscriptions "1913" and "Nazionale".

The forger has taken as his model the stamp
in position 2, the right hand top stamp on
the sheet, and has reproduced it in sheets of
stamps all of the same style.

It follows that the other types cannot be for-
geries from a sheet reproduced this way. On
the contrary if one meets with a stamp of
type 1, position 2, it is absolutely necess-
ary to compare it with a genuine one from the
same position. For this one must compare the
differences in the letters "U" of Lugano, "t"
of Ct. and also the colours of the stamp,
which are different in the forgeries.

We reproduce separately the various forms of
the frame containing "Ct.25", and we point
out the peculiarities of the different posit-

Adapted from the article
in the SCHWEIZER BRIEF-
MARKEN ZEITUNG, by kind
permission of the Author



ions on the original sheet. There are other
differences, but less obvious, and we limit
ourselves to those mentioned in our article.

The following six types of picture post card
were used:

1. Flying allegory.
2. The Madonna del Sasso.
3. Lugano with Monte San Salvatore.
4. "Helvetia" on an aeroplane in flight over

the castle of Unterwalden.
5. National Fund for Swiss National Aviation.
6. Portrait of the Pilot, Attilio Maffei.

I do not personally know of forgeries of the
Lugano stamp on the cards described above, but
they may exist. But on the contrary I have
seen them on ordinary post cards and on envel-
opes. Thus it is essential to be particul-
arly suspicious of such material when it is
offered. I have nothing else to add on this
interesting stamp except: All photos illust-
rating this article are from my own collec-
tion. I hope, as I have already said, that
these notes will help to increase knowledge
of the "Lugano" and to encourage those who
hesitate to obtain this stamp, which is one
of the rarest and most interesting in all the
Air Mail collection of the whole world.



SWITZERLAND
The background story to the 1960-8
'Architectural Monuments'
Definitive Series

Michael Young

(Continued from Nos 58/59)

'Counter Coils'

The 40c, 50c, 60c, 90c, 1.00, 1.30, 1.70,
2.20, and 2.80 Fr. values also the 5c, 10c.
and 20c, from the 'Postal History' issue were
made into coils of 500 or 1,000 depending on
the denomination, for use in special 'counter
stamp dispensers' constructed by the P.T.T.
Technical Service. The customary 'control
numbers' were printed on the gummed side of
the coils every 5th stamp, the Philatelic
Office selling such stamps in 'groups' all in
strips of 5. These ingenious machines were
intended for parcel counters, particularly in
offices with very heavy commercial business.
Needless to say the 'high values' with con -
trol numbers are much sought after! (See
P.T.T.-Review, January 1966).

'The Latest Development'

The 5c, 10c, 20c. and 30c. definitives (Postal
History+'Zurich' 30c) on phosphorescent paper,
have now appeared in booklets, the complete
sheets of 80 (all values) and sheets of 40
(10c. only) being sold through the Philatelic
Office and its branches only. The sheet of 40
of the 10c. includes tete-beche pairs with
three 'interspaces' or gutters between for
the first time.

Second series - Fr. 2.20 '
Obertor-Liestal' 14 September 1964

The issue of a new design for the 2.20 Fr.
value so soon after the earlier 'Einsiedeln'
type, created a minor 'gold rush' for the
latter! To further complicate matters, the
'Einsiedeln' design with the other earlier
'additional values' re-appeared later in
'counter coils'! The new design featured an
innovation, the so-called 'two-colour' pro-
cess, brief technical details being as fol-
lows:

The background colour, in this case light
grey, is printed from a cylinder bearing
impressions of a finely engraved screen,
transferred in the usual way from the master
die. To prevent blurring, a very quick-
drying photogravure ink is used, no 'relief'
showing on this first 'pass' through the
machine. To the P.T.T., the use of the normal
transfer process presented certain technical
advantages, viz:-security against forgery.
The main design of course being superimposed
over this background. Whilst developing this
process, an attractive 'test label' was used.
It is hoped that true 'multi-colour' engraved
issues will follow in the not too distant
future! A more detailed account of 'Multi-
coloured Recess-Printing of Swiss Postage
Stamps' by Herr E. Bosshard appeared in the
P.T.T. 'Technical News' of August 1967.

Second Series - 2nd Instalment -
21 February 1966

Two of the previous 'additional values' were
replaced on the above date, the new values
and designs being 1.30 Fr. 'Church, St Pierre-
de-Clages' and 1.70 Fr. 'Frauenfeld Castle'.
Both were designed by Hans Hartmann, who had
already executed the 'Liestal' 2.20 Fr. of
1964.

Second Series - 3rd Instalment -
18 September 1967

To take account of extensive inland tariff
changes from 1 November, 4 new values were
issued in good time! These were 70c. 'Lussy
Höchhus-Wolfenschiessen' 2.00 Fr. 'A Pro
Castle-Seedorf(Uri)', 2.50 Fr. 'St Oswalds
Church - Zug' and 3.50 Fr. 'Benedictine
Abbey-Engelberg', all were designed by Hans Hart-
mann.

Second Series - 4th Instalment -
12 September 1968

The popularity of the 'Buildings' theme can
be deduced from the fact that the 5c. to 20c.
values, previously devoted to 'Postal History:
now changed over to architectural motifs, the
entire set (16 values) thus presenting a most
striking 'whole'. Details of values and de -
signs were as follows:-

5c. 'Lenzburg Castle',
10c. 'Freulerpalast - Näfels', 15c. 'Church of St Maurice-Appenzell',
20c. 'Planta House - Samedan', 30c, 'Gabled
Houses - Geis', 50c. 'Castle and Collegiate
Church - Neuchatel', 1.00 Fr. 'Church of the
Holy Cross - Riva San Vitale', 1.20 Fr. 'Abbey
Church - Payerne' and 1.50 Fr. 'Porte de France
- Porrentruy'. Of these, the 10c, 15c, 20c.
and 50c. were designed by Werner Weiskönig,
Hans Hartmann again participating with the
other five.

All values have been printed on phosphores-
cent paper with violet fibres, those from
1.00 Fr. upwards having 'security backgrounds!
Engraving again being under the masterly hand
of Albert Yersin.

To conclude, a few details of the actual
printing process ....The P.T.T. have two
'Wifag' machines specially made to their spe-
cifications, the daily 'output' ranging be -
tween 1 and 2 million stamps each, depending
on their size (the latest machine installed
in 1966 will print 2 to 4 million). 	 The paper
is supplied under contract from the 'Sihl'
and 'Biberist' mills, the actual preparation
of inks to the required colour and consis -

(Continued on page 7)



TWENTY YEARS OF MARKET PROGRESS
rarities, with the accent on good mod-
ern material of Postage, Airs, Juven-
tutes, Miniature Sheets and so on. It
would be difficult to find a better
cross-section. The price quotations
were all taken from Amateur Collector
Switzerland Catalogues for the relev-
ant years and I have used the catalog-
ues of 1966, 1968 and 1971 (including
latest price revisions) to bring the
table up to date. Numbers quoted are
from the same catalogue, and are, in-
cidentally, the same as Zumstein's.

By using the totals at the foot of the
foot of the table we obtain the graph
on page 1.
In what way do Swiss stamps differ in
growth performance from other count-
ries? They are certainly not alone
in having appreciated in value over
the last 20 years. However, the maj-
ority of other countries have shown a
marked recession (in some cases even
a depression) since the boom was
halted in 1968. Comparative graphs
for most other countries would show a
levelling off and in some cases a
quite steep downward trend. Not so
Switzerland!

Except for the very common material
and for issues after 1965, the rise
continues. The unwise Miniature
Sheet speculation of the early '60s
temporarily depressed prices for
these items but already a small re-
covery is under way. What then are
the reasons for the continuing growth
value of Swiss stamps when others lag
behind?

The chief reason is the shortage of
good stocks. Switzerland is a small
country and consequently has much
smaller printing figures than Great
Britain, Germany or France, to name
just a few obvious countries. On the
other hand, world-wide, the popular-
ity of Swiss stamps at lease equals
these big territories. Swiss stamps
are as widely collected on the Cont-
inent as "Anglo-Saxon" stamps are in
the English-speaking world. The re-
sulting shortage has been with us for
decades and is bound to get worse as
time goes on; increasing populations
and higher purchasing power of exist-
ing collectors will make sure of that
Also, the collector appreciates that
Switzerland is conservative with its
issues so that he can devote his re-
sources to the aquisition of earlier
stamps rather than merely new issues.
Furthermore, Swiss stamps are highly
attractive and research in them is
possible even on a small budget. "The
Swiss Philatelist", which has been
published by the Amateur Collector
Ltd. (151 Park Road, London N.W.8.)
since 1951, is full of articles which
would appeal to those readers who
wish to try their hands at "Swiss".

Switzerland has always been and, I
trust, always will be a bastion of
security. 	 Taking all these aspects
into consideration, it is not surpri-
sing that Swiss stamps are regarded a
the "aristocrats" of philately!

ISSUE 	 PRIC E S
1952 	 1 	 1955 	 1 	1958	 1960 	 1964 	 1966 	 I 	 1968 	 j 	 1971

Rayon 11 	 mint 	 £6 	 1 	 £9 	 £13 	 £16	 I £25 	 £42 	 £i5 	 £85	used	 I 	25/-	 30/- 	 45/- 	 52/6 	 82/6	 E7 	 ' 	 £10 	 , 	 £15Strube! 22,4,2 	 mint 	 £85 	 £90 	 110/- 	 f125 	 £165	 f250 	 E290 	 I 	 £440	used	 £16 	 f20 	 £21 	 I 	 £22 	 £33 	 £45 	 I 	 £65 	 1 	GOOSitting Helvetia 	 29 	 used 	 10/- 	 12/6 	 16/6 	 20/- 	 36/- 	 55/- 	 90 - 	 	 6 50Numeral 53 	 used 	 32/6 	 40/-	 57/6 	 60/- 	 £6/5	 £10 	 £16 	 1 	 £24	85 	 mint 	 4/- 	 4/9 	 7/- 	 10/6 	 24/-	 35/- 	 47/6 	 I £3-75U.P.U. 1900 79C 	 mint 	 £14 	 £16 	 £19 	 £21 	 £40 	 £75 	 £100 	 £122O
	Standing Helvetia 92C mint 	 80/- 	 90/- 	 £5 	 f8 	 L15 	 £20 	 £26 £36

	

used 	 20/- 	 22/6 	 27/6	 32/6 	 47/6 	 62/6 	 I 	 80/- 	 I 	 E6Tell Boy 1250 	 mint 	 2/- 	 2/6 	 3/- 	 3/9 	 11/6 	
. 	

14/6 	 30/- 	 1 £2-60Helvetia 116 	 mint 	 35/- 	 47/6 	 62/6	 90/- 	 £12/10 . 	 £23 	 £30 	 i 	 £421914 Fr. 3.-129 	 mint 	 £6/10 	 £8 	 £9/10 	 £16 	 L32 	 £80 	 £85 	 £100Overprint 135 	 mint 	 4/- 	 4/- 	 5/9 	 8/6 	 22/6	 28/6 	 52/6 	 I £360Arms 166 	 mint 	 9/- 	 11/- 	 14/- 	 16/6 	 45/- 	 65/-	 f5 	 1 £7-501928-31 	 3.- 	 mint 	 17/- 	 17/- 	 21/6	 40/- 	 82/6 	 £6/15 	 £8/5 	 £9

	

10.- 	 mit 	 45/- 	 48/- 	 57/6	 £5/5 	 £16 £28 	 £35 	 ' 	 £36

	

10.- 	 used	 4/6 	 5/9 	 7/6 	 10/6 	 35/- 	 I 	 67/6	 80/- 	 I £4-501932 185-90 	 mint 	 12/- 	 12/- 	 15/6 	 18/- 	 40/- 	 1 	 62/6 	 80/- 	 I 	 £61945 PAX Set 	 mint 	 70/- 	 75/- 	 £6 	 £10-10 	 £26 	 I 	 £45 	 £50 	 I 	 £58

	

used 	 67/6 	 77/6 	 £7/10 	 £14 	 £31 	 1 	 £48 	 £50 	 ' 	 £55PAX 5.- 	 mint 	 17/6 	 18/6 	 30/-	 92/6 	 £11 	 • 	 £18 	 £21 	 ^i 	£24

	

used 	 16/6 	 17/6 	 65/-	 £8 	 ' 	 £14 	 I 	 £21 	 £22 	 £26

	

1949 Techn. 3c. mint, used 	 6d. 	 6d. 	 1/7 	 3/- 	 7/6 	 10/- 	 13/- 	 65p

K44 Tite biche 	 mint 	 — 	4/3	 5/9 	 6/3 	 30/ 	 I 	 40/-	 I 	 40/- 	 I £225

	

used	 --4/6 	 6/9 	 7/6 	 55/- 	 80/-	 90/- 	 £4.50(/Z.41 Sheet 	 mint 	 — 	 36/- 	 47/6 	 50/- 	 £19 	 £37£32 	 £32

	

used 	 --37/6 	 52/6 	 67/6 	 £36 	 I 	 £65 	 I 	 £55 	 I 	 £55

Air 1 	 mint 	 80/- 	 85/- 	 85/- 	 f6 	 £13 	 £24 	 I 	£28	 £35
	used	 £6/5 	 £6/5 	 £6/15 	 £12 	 £32 	 £52 	 1 	 £65 	 £80

15,15z 	 mint, used 	 12/- 	 16/- 	 20/- 	 27/6 	 80/- 	 £7/10 	 I £9/10 	 , 	 £10
40 	 used 	 12/- 	 12/- 	 16/- 	 22/6 	 50/- 	 75/-	 80/- 	 £4
45 	 mint 	 5/- 	 6/- 	 7/6 	 13/6 	 40/- 	 75/- 	 I 	 95/- 	 1 £475

	used	 5/- 	 6/3 	 11/6 	 22/6 	 57/6 	 90/- 	 • 	 £6 	 £6

Juventute No.3 	 mint 	 22/- 	 25/- 	 30/-	 50/- 	 £B 	 £15£22/10 	 £28

	

20,24 	 used 	 5/9 	 9/- 	 10/6 	 12/6 	 37/6 	 55/-	 I 	 85/- 	 ' 	 £5
1937 M/S. 	 used 	 3/- 	 4/9 	 6/6 	 7/- 	 33/6 	 ' 	 75/- 	 82/6 	 I 	 £5
1941 M/S. 	 mint 	 9/6 	 12/6 	 16/6 	 30/- 	 L7 	 I 	 £14 	 I E12/10 I 	 £12

	used	 17/6 	 21/- 	 33/6 	 I 	67/6	 £15 	 1 	£25	 £25 	 I 	 f26

	Fite 1938 Iz used 	 3/9 	 4/3 	 5/- 	 I 	 7/6 	 52/6 	 £5/10 	 £6/10 	 £6'50
1940 M/S. 	 mint 	 42/6 	 38/6 	 60/- 	 £5/10 	 £19 	 £48 	 1 	 £42 	 I 	 £38	used	 55/- 	 60/- 	 80/- 	 £8 	 £35 	 £80 	 - 	 £65 	 £60

NASA. 	 mint, used 	 £5 	 85/- 	 f6 	 £11 	 £42 	 £110 	 £77 	 - 	 £85
PP. 1936 	 used 	 12/6 	 14/6 	 20/- 	 32/- 	 £8/15 	 £20 	 £20 	 E23
Geneva 	 mint 	 9/6 	 10/6 	 15/- 	 18/- 	 80/- 	 L7 	 £6/5 	 £6.50
Basle Dove 	 used 	 12/6 	 13/6 	 20/- 	 37/6 	 £9/10 	 1 	 £21 	 £15 	 £14
Lunaba 	 used 	 6/8 	 14/6 	 40/- 	 72/6 	 £14 	 I 	 £32 	 £24 	 £24

SDN 14 	 used 	 26/- 	 26/- 	 26/-	 70/- 	 £7/10 	 £9 	 E10 	 E11
	32 	 used 	 £5 	 £5 	 £5/10 	 £9 	 £15 	 £21 	 - 	 £25 	 ' 	 £27

Set 71/91 	 used 	 85/- 	 90/- 	 £5/5	 E7 	 £12 	 £13 	 £13 	 £13
BIT. 	 14 	 used 	 £6/10 	 £6/10 	 £6/10 	 £12 	 £20 	 £28 	 £35 	 £35

	30 	 used	 80/- 	 90/- 	 £5/10 	 £9/I0 	 £15 	 £22 	 £27 	 £32
	38 	 used 	 9d. 	 7d. 	 8d. 	 2/6 	 20/- 	 16/- 	 16/- 	 90p

Set 84/94 	 used 	 9/6 	 9/6 	 12/6 	 35/- 	 60/- 	 65/- 	 75/- 	 £4
BIE. 	 1/21 	 used 	 75/- 	 75/- 	 £5 	 £7/10 	 £12/10 	 £14 	 £15 	 £15

	23/28	 used 	 4/- 	 4/- 	 12/6 	 40/- 	 50/-	 55/- 	 65/- 	 £3-15
OMS. 	 I/5 	 used 	 3/3 	 3/3 	 14/- 	 40/- 	 52/6	 62/6 	 70/- 	 I E325

	6/25	 used 	 75/- 	 75/- 	 95/- 	 E6/10 	 £15 	 £17 	 £20£22
OIR. 	 1/8 	 used 	 12/6 	 18/6 	 £5/5	 f6 	 £12 	 £12 	 £14 	 I 	 £13
UNO. 	 I/20 	 used 	 77/- 	 75/- 	 £12 	 £15 	 1 	 £32 	 I 	£37	 £40 	 £60
Postage Due 54/61v 	 mint 	 5/- 	 5/- 	 6/3 	 8/3 	

I 	
20/- 	 I 	21/-	 27/6 	 I £1-50 	 '

Franchise 8/10 	 mint 	 13/9 	 13/9 	 14/6 	 27/6 	 37/6	 J9/- 	 45/6 	 ' 	 £3
	 11B/13B 	 mint 	 9/3 	 9/3 	 9/6 	 30/- 	 I 	 49/- 	 65/6 	 85/- 	 i £525 	 I

Total 60 items: 	 1
(to nearest pound) 	 1	 £213 	 £237 	 £309	 1 	 £423 	 £892	 I£1,515 	 , £1,645 	 £2.017



`JUMBOS'
Swissair made their first Zürich-Geneva-New
York flight with a B-747 "Jumbo" aircraft on
1st April 1971. This opened a new era for
the Swiss Air Mail collector. Early Jet
Flights are now worth many times their new
issue cost, and probably the same will happen
with Jumbo Jet Flight covers - and later on
with Supersonic Transports. The attractive
items were issued for Zürich-New York and
Geneva-New York, and received the arrival
back-stamp of Kennedy Airport. Subject un-
sold we can supply at t1.00 (4 2.40) for the
two flights (poet free).

EARLY DATES
The 50c Sitting Helvetia in lilac, No. 43,
has its earliest known date according to
Zumstein Specialised Catalogue, as 4th Sept-
ember I867. A copy has recently been seen
here on cover bearing the GENEVE-SION-GENEVE
train cancellation of "15 JUIN 67". This is
confirmed by transit marks and by the arrival
mark at Edinburgh "JU 17 67". The new date
is to be listed by Zumstein. As in those
days the 1st and 15th of the month were often
dates of issue it may, after 104 years, be
reasonably assumed that this is a First Day
Cover. At the time of going to press this is
in stock; price £65.00 ($ 156.00).
An earliest recorded postmark data, of special
interest to Hotel Post collectors, has been
spotted. Leutwyler gives the opening of the
Post Office at Giessbach as 1874, and Emmen-
egger gives the postmark as in use from 1877.
We have seen a cover bearing the Federal
postmark of Giessbach dated "12 VII 72", the
date being confirmed by backstamps.

AN ATTRACTIVE BOOKLET
A beautifully produced and illustrated book-
let, in German, entitled "Die Wertzeichen-
sammlung P.T.T: by J. Bühler and "Das Berner
Postwesen 1350-1850" by W. Liniger is avail-
able here at E0.50 post free. Its account of
the P.T.T. stamp collection includes superb
colour reproductions of Cantonal stamps,
whilst the part dealing with the Bernase post-
al system has fascinating black and white
illustrations.

NEW 'R' LABEL
A new style of Registration Label was seen in
January 1971. This is now in use by the
P.T.T. General Direktion, Bern. 	 It is printed
on a glossy surfaced white plastic-adhesive-
backed paper with rounded corners. The "R"
is in red, "3000 Bern 1 Annahme" and the 3-
figure number in black. There is no frame,
and the size is 4.9 by 1.8 millimetres, (1 7/8 by
11/16 inches.)

'T' DUES ON WAY OUT ?
Since the withdrawal of Postage Due stamps,
in March 1956, the Swiss Post Office has used
"T" overprints on normal postage stamps to
collect the sums owed to it. The P.T.T. is
now trying out a system whereby the amount
due is indicated by a new type of "Franking"
machine. To start with, seventeen of these
are to be used experimentally in the larger
offices. Since it is clearly uneconomic
to supply such equipment to small offices "T"
Dues will not yet cease completely, but
obviously they will become far scarcer.

PROOFS & ESSAYS
The article on Suies Proofs and Essaya, by
R.F. Bulstrode, will be continued in the next
issue of The Swiss Philatelist.



N NEW
ISSUES

PUBLICITY 1•
Since No. 58/59 of The Swiss Philatelist the
following new sets are notified: 1971 PUBLIC-
ITY, first series of six stamps on 11th
March. The 10c was issued in two designs,
printed alternately on the sheet in chequer-
board fashion. On the same date a Miniature
sheet, showing an adaptation of the 1850
Rayon I, was issued in connection with "NASA
1971 BASEL", the National Philatelic Exhibi-
tion. Two EUROPA stamps on 3rd May; the PRO
PATRIA set of four stamps on 27th May.

THE UNITED NATIONS

On 25th January 1971, 0.30, "Peaceful Uses of
the Sea-Bed"; on 12th March, 0.50, "Internat-
ional Support for Refugees"; on 13th April,
0.50, "World Food Programme"; on 28th May,
0.75, "Universal Postal Union Building".
We were unable to meet the whole New Issue
demand for the U.N. 30c. "Sea Bed" stamp. At
first it seemed that this was due to our
order being delayed by the British postal
strike. But the same problem affected the
trade in Switzerland, the U.S.A. and this
country. 	 It is still not known what happen-
ed to make the printing of 2,000,000 quite
inadequate. We offer our apologies to all
clients who were disappointed. We trust that
such a situation will never arise again, and
that we shall always be able to satisfy all
New Issue requirements.

(Continued from page 4)

tency taking place 'on the premises'. The
paper is fed in at one end, at the other lie
a neat stack of numbered, printed and per -
forated sheets, the whole working taking
place on the same machine.

As a 'sideline' many 'Buildings' issues can
be collected with the appropriate local
'Tourist Publicity' handstamps (32 mm dia -
meter) P.T.T. 'K' series or the ever-
increasing number of illustrated machine can-
cellations for the larger towns and holiday
resorts.

Finally, the author would like to thank the
,Directors and Staff of the Philatelic Office
P.T.T. as well as the Postage Stamp and Prin-
ting Section, for all their help with nu -
merous inquiries over the last 13 years and
their unfailing courtesy!

Sources: 'The Noble Art of Steel Engraving'
by Hans E. Gaudard, P.T.T. - Berne 1965
(unfortunately now out of print). 'P.T.T. -
Review' April 1960, January 1966, March 1968.
'P.T.T. - Gazette' (various dates, 1960 to
1968). 'List of machine cancellations and
local publicity postmarks'. 	 Third edition -
P.T.T., Berne 1967. Plus annual supplements.
'Multicoloured Recess printing for Swiss
Postage Stamps' by Erwin Bosshard (Specially
reprinted from P.T.T. - Technical News,
August 1967).

FORTHCOMING ISSUES

PUBLICITY 2; 23rd September; 30c. Les Diab-
lerets, in the Swiss Alps series; 40c. 50
Years of Swiss Broadcasting.

PRO JUVENTUTE; 1st December; four stamps in
Native Birds series.

YOUR FUTURE 'SWISS PHILATELIST' 
Printing, stationery and postage costs for
this small publication have increased so un-
reasonably over the last two years, that we
must raise the subscription per four numbers
(two double issues) to 40p. ($0.96). (Yes,
from 15p. to 40p. !!). We stress that this
covers no more than the above mentioned costs
- editor's labour, typist's and despatchers'
work are not included in these costs! It seems
ridiculous that the subscriber will now have
to pay 2#p. per page. If there are many who
will consider this simply not worth while, we
hope that others will treasure it even more
highly.

To soften the blow, we have decided on the
following compromise: every Swiss Phil. will,
in future, carry a small number of "Special
Offers". On a minimum purchase of L3.00 from
these offers, subscribers may deduct half of
the subscription costs, i.e. 20p. 	 As you will
receive two double issues for your total sub-
scription of 40p. you will have the opportun-
ity of placing two orders in excess of E3.00.
In that case you will have received the two
double issues free of charge. Please make
sure your subscription is always fully paid as
no copies will otherwise reach you.

THE EDITOR.
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